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Abstract—The global ocean surface wind vector is a key parameter for short-term weather forecasting, the issuing of timely
weather warnings, and the gathering of general climatological
data. In addition, it affects a broad range of naval missions, including strategic ship movement and positioning, aircraft carrier
operations, aircraft deployment, effective weapons use, underway
replenishment, and littoral operations. WindSat is a satellite-based
multifrequency polarimetric microwave radiometer developed
by the Naval Research Laboratory for the U.S. Navy and the
National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite
System Integrated Program Office. It is designed to demonstrate
the capability of polarimetric microwave radiometry to measure
the ocean surface wind vector from space. The sensor provides
risk reduction for the development of the Conical Microwave
Imager Sounder, which is planned to provide wind vector data
operationally starting in 2010. WindSat is the primary payload on
the Department of Defense Coriolis satellite, which was launched
on January 6, 2003. It is in an 840-km circular sun-synchronous
orbit. The WindSat payload is performing well and is currently
undergoing rigorous calibration and validation to verify mission
success.
Index Terms—Ocean surface winds, remote sensing, WindSat.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE GLOBAL ocean surface wind vector (wind speed and
direction) field provides essential environmental information. It is critical data for short-term weather forecasts and
warnings, nowcasting, climatology, and oceanography studies.
Ocean surface wind field measurements support basic research
in air–sea interaction, tropical cyclogenesis, ocean circulation,
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and atmospheric convection. In addition, the wind vector affects a broad range of naval operations including strategic ship
movement and positioning, aircraft carrier operations, aircraft
deployment, underway replenishment, and littoral operations.
Historically, spaceborne scatterometers such as the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) NSCAT and
SeaWinds instruments have provided global ocean surface
wind vector information. However, there have never been a
sufficient number of these sensors simultaneously operational,
in the proper orbits, to satisfy revisit and coverage requirements
necessary for full utilization in operational meteorological
applications.
Passive spaceborne microwave radiometry has a strong heritage based largely on the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
(SSM/I) series of instruments, operated by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). Over the past 15 years,
seven SSM/Is have successfully provided reliable passive microwave data for retrieving environmental parameters such as
wind speed, sea ice concentration and age, and integrated atmospheric water vapor [1]–[3]. One parameter that has not been
provided by microwave radiometers is the wind direction. However, analysis of SSM/I data has revealed a wind direction dependence in the vertical and horizontal polarizations, which has
been confirmed by modeling and aircraft measurements [4], [5].
But, the vertical and horizontal channels do not contain enough
information to unambiguously retrieve the wind direction, because the wind direction dependencies, for both vertical and
horizontal polarizations, are even functions about relative wind
directions of 0 and 180 .
Recent research in polarimetric radiometry modeling and
measurements has demonstrated that usable wind direction
information can be obtained by combining the vertical and
horizontal polarizations with the cross correlation of those two
polarizations [4]–[11]. The cross-correlation terms represent
the third and fourth parameters of the modified Stokes vector,
defined [12] as
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In this definition,
brightness temperatures (radiances) at vertical, horizontal,
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search Laboratory (NRL) in Washington, DC, under sponsorship from the United States Navy and NPOESS. The WindSat
radiometer operates in discrete bands at 6.8, 10.7, 18.7, 23.8,
and 37.0 GHz. The 10.7-, 18.7-, and 37.0-GHz channels are
fully polarimetric, while the 6.8- and 23.8-GHz channels are
dual polarized only (vertical and horizontal). The WindSat instrument was successfully launched on board the DoD Coriolis satellite mission on January 6, 2003, into an 840-km sunsynchronous orbit with the local time of the ascending node
(LTAN) at 17:59. The instrument is currently operating nominally. WindSat calibration and the development of wind vector
retrievals are ongoing work at the time of writing. This paper describes the WindSat mission and sensor design, describing the
unique aspects of the development of a spaceborne polarimetric
microwave radiometer. The paper then presents the early orbit
radiometer performance.
II. REQUIREMENTS
A. Performance Requirements

Fig. 1. WindSat payload in the thermal/vacuum chamber. The cold sky
reflector has been removed in this picture.

45 , 45 , left-hand circular, and right-hand circular polarizations, respectively. The Stokes vector provides a full
characterization of the electromagnetic signature of the ocean
surface and the independent information needed to, at least in
principle, uniquely determine the wind direction.
These advances come at a critical time for the development
of future environmental remote sensing systems. Through its
Integrated Operational Requirements Document (IORD) 1, of
March 14, 1996, the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) program is required to
provide, over a period of at least ten years, for remotely sensing,
storing, and disseminating real-time global and regional environmental data in support of Department of Defense (DoD) and
Department of Commerce (DoC) operational requirements. An
important element of that capability is the accurate measurement of the ocean surface wind vector. Based on the aforementioned results and studies, NPOESS has opted to fulfill the wind
vector measurement requirement using polarimetric microwave
radiometry. That is, the NPOESS Conical Microwave Imager
and Sounder (CMIS), which is the NPOESS replacement for the
DMSP SSM/I program, will incorporate polarimetric capability.
This would allow the global ocean wind vector, along with the
many other environmental parameters now obtained by SSM/I,
to be obtained with a single instrument.
WindSat is the first spaceborne polarimetric microwave radiometer. Its objective is to measure the partially polarized emission from the ocean surface and, therefore, test and fully evaluate the viability of using passive polarimetric radiometry to
retrieve the ocean surface wind vector. The WindSat payload,
shown in Fig. 1, was designed, built, and tested at the Naval Re-

The requirements for wind vector are typically broken down
into requirements for Sea Surface Wind Speed (SSWS) and Sea
Surface Wind Direction (SSWD). The WindSat top-level performance goals are summarized in Table I and compared with
NPOESS IORD and the CMIS.
In addition to the required ocean surface wind speed and direction, the WindSat system will provide a host of secondary
ocean-scene environmental data products. These products are:
column integrated cloud liquid water (CLW), column integrated
precipitable water (PW), and sea surface temperature (SST).
The WindSat data also have potential applications for land and
ice data products.
The WindSat spatial resolution requirement represents a
compromise between meeting the NPOESS CMIS/IORD
requirement, staying within the allowable launch vehicle envelope, and minimizing risk and cost associated with postlaunch
reflector antenna deployment. WindSat does not have operational requirements driving the swath width or global coverage.
Rather, the WindSat mission is designed so that a portion of
the swath is sampled in both the forward and aft viewing directions. This two-look capability provides an evaluation of the
wind direction retrieval accuracy under single- and two-look
operations. In this manner, an assessment will be made of the
necessity of such a configuration for an operational system.
B. Sensor Requirements
The WindSat design team performed a radiometric sensitivity
analysis to derive all key WindSat system requirements to meet
the wind speed and direction performance goals. In support of
this effort, NRL developed a two-scale model of the ocean surface emission and scattering [11], [13] and validated it using
data collected from an aircraft platform. The model was also validated with SSM/I data and surface-based measurements. Following the model development, software was developed at NRL
to simulate the effects of WindSat system errors on the data.
The simulator accounts for system errors introduced by onboard
alignment and pointing errors, calibration load uncertainties, radiometer nonlinearity, channel-to-channel imbalances, physical
temperature uncertainty, and environmental and random noise.
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TABLE I
WINDSAT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR WINDSAT. THE ABSOLUTE ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS ARE 0.75 K FOR THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL POLARIZATIONS
AND 0.25 K FOR THE THIRD AND FOURTH STOKES PARAMETERS. THE NEDT REQUIREMENTS ASSUME SCENE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE OF 250 K

TABLE III
WINDSAT SCAN AND SAMPLING REQUIREMENTS

TABLE IV
WINDSAT ANTENNA PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS. THE POLARIZATION PURITY REFERS
CORRECTION FOR ANTENNA CROSS POLARIZATION

Using the simulator, the design team generated a large database of “observations” that could be run through data correction
and wind retrieval algorithms, resulting in a comparison of original versus retrieved geophysical parameters. Using an iterative
process, the design team partitioned the allowable errors and determined what knowledge of these errors was necessary for effective correction to be possible. The sensitivity analysis derived

TO

RESIDUAL COUPLING AFTER

the required noise-equivalent differential temperature (NEDT)
based on the effective field of view (EFOV) after averaging multiple pixels together. This was converted to single-pixel or instantaneous field of view (IFOV) based on design integration
times and a scene temperature of 250 K. The top-level requirements for radiometers, sampling, and antenna are shown in Tables II–IV, respectively.
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Drawing of the WindSat payload with major components labeled.

III. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
WindSat is the world’s first spaceborne microwave polarimeter (high-precision passive microwave imager) that
measures the partially polarized energy emitted, scattered,
and reflected from the earth’s atmosphere and surfaces. The
instrument operates with 22 discrete channels covering five
widely spaced frequency bands. For the polarimetric bands
(10.7, 18.7, and 37.0 GHz), three dual-polarization feed horns
are used: V/H,
linear, and left/right circular. The
third and fourth Stokes parameters are formed by taking the
brightness temperature difference between the
and
polarizations, and the left-hand and right-hand circular polarizations, respectively, as described in (1).
WindSat comprises four major subsystems: antenna/calibration subsystem (spinning and nonspinning), receiver
subsystem (spinning), data handling subsystem (spinning and
nonspinning), and structural/thermal subsystem (spinning and
nonspinning). Fig. 2 depicts a conceptual drawing of WindSat
with the major elements indicated. The subsystems are described here.
A. Antenna/Calibration Subsystem
The antenna/calibration subsystem consists of the main
reflector, 11 feed horns, a warm calibration load, and a cold
sky calibration reflector. The main reflector is a 1.8-m diameter
offset parabolic reflector fabricated of graphite epoxy with
vapor deposited aluminum (VDA) coating. The reflector, along
with the majority of the sensor hardware, rotates at a nominal
rate of 31.6 r/min. A composite truss with a very low coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE) supports the main reflector. The
11 dual-polarized corrugated feedhorns provide the initial frequency channelization of the system and polarization splitting
via orthomode transducers (OMT). The circularly polarized
feeds use polarizers based on the design of Simmons [14].
However, the WindSat polarizers achieve the necessary phase
shift with tuning screws rather than dielectric vanes.

Fig. 3. WindSat feedbench. Green horns are 10.7 GHz; blue horns are
18.7 GHz; yellow horns are 37.0 GHz; the orange horn is 6.8 GHz; and the
magenta horn is 23.8 GHz.

Fig. 4. WindSat antenna footprints projected on the surface of the earth.
The figure shows a subset of four scans. Note that all frequencies are Nyquist
sampled in the along-scan direction. One can see the relative sampling rate
among the frequency bands.

The feedhorns are arranged on the feedbench as shown in
Fig. 3, with the 37-GHz circularly polarized feed at the focal
point of the reflector. This feedhorn configuration results in earth
projected beams as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the earth incidence angle (EIA) is not the same for all frequencies. The nominal range is approximately 50 to 55 , which is consistent with
the NPOESS CMIS concept, the aircraft data collected, and the
SSM/I heritage. Horns within the same frequency band are arranged on the feedbench to ensure that the beams have the same
EIA, but will be displaced from one another along the scan.
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TABLE V
ANTENNA PARAMETERS. (vh) REFERS TO THE VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL FEED. (45) REFERS TO THE 45 FEED, AND
(cp) REFERS TO THE LEFT- AND RIGHT-CIRCULAR FEED. THE BEAMWIDTH IS THE AVERAGE FOR THE IFOV OVER
THE E/H PLANES AND BANDWIDTH. THE EIA ASSUMES A NOMINAL SPACE VEHICLE ALTITUDE OF 830 km

6

The WindSat antenna/calibration subsystem configuration
allows an end-to-end radiometer calibration once per revolution
and presents no blockage of the scene energy by feeds or
structure. This latter feature results in high beam efficiency.
However, the polarization purity of an offset parabolic dish is
typically too low for a polarimetric radiometer. Polarization
purity is defined as the percentage of energy received in the
desired polarization relative to the total energy received. The
polarization purity can be improved by increasing the
ratio, where is the focal length and
is the diameter of
the parent parabola. For WindSat, increasing the
ratio is
not feasible because of the size and mechanical implications.
The other option for addressing the polarization purity is rigorous prelaunch antenna characterization, which can be used
for postprocessing correction. An extensive combination of
measurements and analyses verified the antenna performance,
which is summarized in Table V [15].
The performance requirements of the antenna system are
based on the simulation described previously. To reduce the
contamination from sidelobes, the antenna efficiency goal is
95% for all frequencies. The polarization purity is quantified
in terms of the maximum coupling (control requirement)
and residual coupling (knowledge requirement) for the various bands. The polarization purity control requirement is
99%, which corresponds to an allowable cross polarization of
20 dB. The polarization purity knowledge requirement is
99.9% for the polarimetric bands, and 99.5% for the vertical
and horizontal bands. This results in residual cross-polarization
coupling of 30 and 23 dB for the polarimetric and linear
bands, respectively.
The most challenging aspect of the antenna subsystem is
the characterization of the beam parameters. A polarimetric
microwave radiometer measures the Stokes parameters, which,
as described above, quantify the polarization properties of
the emitted energy from a scene. Therefore, it is important to
minimize and characterize the cross polarization in the antenna
and OMT. The relationship between the scene brightness
temperature,
and the brightness temperatures entering the
radiometer receivers,
, can be described by the following
equation, where
represents the inverse Stokes Coupling
Matrix. Prelaunch characterization provides the knowledge of
, which is used to calculate

Fig. 5.

Definition of WindSat geometry and pointing angles.

In addition to polarization coupling due to the antenna
structure, coupling occurs when the spacecraft polarization
basis is rotated with respect to the earth surface polarization
basis. This form of coupling can be corrected by a matrix
multiplication [12], which relieves the alignment requirement,
but there remains a knowledge requirement of the polarization
rotation angle (PRA) of 0.05 or less for both the bias and
random components. To maintain the linearity of brightness
temperature with EIA variation, the maximum allowable variation will be 0.25 , with a knowledge requirement of 0.05 . The
various angles referenced are depicted in Fig. 5.
In order for the antenna measurements and pointing calculations to be valid, the antenna system alignments must be characterized and maintained. Therefore, the WindSat integration
and test program included a rigorous alignment measurement
campaign. The layout and alignment of the antenna system was
mapped at the antenna range during the antenna pattern calibration. Additional alignment and pointing measurements were
measured following shipping, thermal, and vibration testing.
This process confirmed that the antenna system as characterized
on the antenna range was unchanged at launch.
The on-orbit calibration is similar to that of heritage sensors. Once per scan, the feedhorns pass beneath a stationary
warm calibration target and cold sky reflector, providing regular in-flight calibration of the instrument. Because of the differences in horn aperture size with respect to the warm load and
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Fig. 6. WindSat receiver architecture for a polarization pair.

the cold sky reflector, the number of samples of each calibration target is different for each frequency, with the minimum
number occurring for the 6.8-GHz channel (six samples of the
warm load and two samples of the cold load). All calibration
data are downlinked directly, with no onboard processing.
The warm load is a well-matched broadband microwave load
composed of tapered pyramids coated with a 2.29-mm layer
of Eccosorb CR-117 Epoxy (a microwave absorbing material).
The calibration target has a teardrop shape to optimize the
number of samples while minimizing scan occlusion and has
a 7.62-cm shroud to ensure excellent coupling and minimize
thermal gradients across the load. The warm load is passively
heated through exposure to the radiator panels on the top deck
of the WindSat canister. Six platinum resistance thermometers
(PRT) mounted in the aluminum base of the warm load measure
the warm load temperature.
The cold sky reflector (CSR), like the main reflector, is fabricated of graphite epoxy coated with at least 3.27 m of VDA
and a protective layer of silicon oxide. The surface tolerance is
127 m. The CSR is sized so that when a feed horn passes under
it, no part of the feed pattern sees the main reflector. In addition,
the CSR was designed to receive less than 0.15 K of radiation
from the earth.
B. Receiver Subsystem
The receiver subsystem accepts the energy from the 11 feed
horns and provides amplification and filtering, producing 22
discrete digital signals channels to the data handling system.
Fig. 6 depicts the receiver architecture. All of the channels are
implemented as direct detection receivers. The nonlinearity
of the receiver is driven by the detector diode and is less
than 0.1%. The receiver dynamic range accommodates input
antenna temperature ranging from 3–330 K as well as internal
gain changes due to temperature and aging. The receiver subsystem is subdivided into three units; the front-end receiver

(FER),which performs matching and low-noise amplification;
the receiver electronics unit (REU) providing additional gain
and filtering; and the detector electronics unit (DEU), which
performs integration, detection, A/D conversion, gain and offset
adjustment. Each channel is integrated and sampled to achieve
spatial Nyquist sampling along scan. The 37-GHz channels,
which have the smallest 3-dB beamwidth, are integrated for
1.08 ms, while the 6.8-GHz channels, which have the largest
3-dB beamwidth, are integrated for 5.0 ms. The integration
times can be reprogrammed on orbit.
As stated earlier, taking the difference between polarization
pairs ( 45 and LC/RC) produces the third and fourth Stokes
parameters. In the process, common mode calibration errors
are minimized because the absolute brightness differences are
small. However, receiver nonlinearity does not cancel and can
result in a significant calibration error. The nonlinearity of a radiometer receiver results from amplifier saturation and detector
nonsquare-law response, of which the latter is dominant. Regardless of the cause, both types of distortion have an effect on
the radiometric performance. Amplifiers were selected to form
pairs with nearly identical measured performance and attenuators were used to optimize the final receiver gains. Following
the suggestion of Hoer et al. [16], we optimized the linearity
of the diode detectors by adjusting the load resistance, again in
pairs so that performance could be matched. The linearity of
the receivers was tested using the two-tone method [17] over
the thermal operating range. Nonlinearity was measured to be
less than 0.1% and typically 0.06%. As an additional test, the
receivers were tested in the thermal vacuum chamber using precision cold and variable targets in addition to the WindSat flight
warm load. The U.K. Meteorological Office Remote Sensing Instrumentation (U.K. Met Office RSI) group developed the cold
and variable calibration target system. The radiometer temperature was cycled over its operating range and performance tested
at 0 C, 20 C, and 40 C. At each system temperature plateau
the variable target temperature was stepped from 85 K to 325 K
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ditions and heat pipes on the top deck to dissipate heat from
the electronics and provide passive, steady-state heat for the
warm calibration target. Copper-water heat pipes in the feedbench transfer heat from the LNAs to the feedbench radiator.
D. Data Handling

Fig. 7. Absolute accuracy nonlinearity effects measured in thermal vacuum
for 37 GHz at system temperature of 20 C. Data are variable target brightness
calibrated with space target (82 K) and WindSat warm load (283 K). Displayed
errors include calibration target errors.

in 40-K increments, while the cold target was maintained at approximately 85 K. From this dataset, a number of key performance parameters were examined, including receiver linearity.
For each of the three polarimetric frequencies, we calculated
the difference between the variable target temperature and the
brightness temperature measured by WindSat. These results, at
the nominal system operating temperature of 20 C, are presented in Fig. 7. They exhibit the typical U-shape curve for nonlinearity effects on a two-point calibration. Channel pair differences are typically less than 0.1 K.

The Data Handling System (DHS) creates the WindSat
data stream and performs various command and control functions. The DHS comprises two subsystems: the Rotating Data
Handling Unit (RDHU) and the Stationary Data Handling
Unit (SDHU). The RDHU receives digital data from the five
DEUs and deletes data collected while the feeds are partially
occluded by the cold sky reflector. Together, the two units of
the DHS generate the integrator sampling signal and synchronize sampling with the antenna scan to maximize calibration
repeatability. The DHS provides command and telemetry
interfaces for the GPS receiver, Bearing and Power Transfer
Assembly (BAPTA) electronics, momentum wheel assembly,
and launch locks. A single real-time mission data stream for all
payload data sources and supporting telemetry is produced in
the DHS for direct tactical downlink of data. The telemetry data
list includes radiometer data, warm load PRT measurements,
time tag data, GPS position, velocity and time data, low-precision temperature data (main and cold reflectors, struts, feed,
OMT, feedbench, receiver, DHS, BAPTA drive bearings, and
decks), and BAPTA and momentum wheel motor currents
and spacecraft attitude data. The attitude data are collected by
the Coriolis spacecraft and passed to the WindSat DHS to be
incorporated into the mission data stream.
IV. GROUND DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE

C. Thermal and Structural Subsystem
The WindSat structure is significantly larger than it predecessor, the SSM/I. The structure stands 3.20 m tall, 2.52 m
wide, and 2.52 m deep. The antenna support structure consists
of graphite reinforced epoxy composite tubes, which provide
the needed stiffness and low mass. The remainder of both the
stationary and spinning structures are built from aluminum
honeycomb.
The WindSat thermal subsystem was designed to handle a
number of difficult requirements driven by the operating temperatures of the electronics, the pointing and polarization purity
requirements of the antenna, and the thermal stability and uniformity of the warm calibration target.
The receivers, data handling units, and low-noise amplifiers
(LNAs) (attached directly to the feed horns) must be maintained
within the operating temperature range of 0 C to 40 C. The
warm load does not have a specific required temperature. It is
desired to maintain the warm load between 250–330 K to span
the scene temperatures and stay within the dynamic range of
the receivers. The design also ensures that horizontal gradients
across the warm load shall be less than 0.4 K. The rate of change
of the temperatures of the receiver components was also specified at less than 0.01 C/scan to minimize short-term gain instability. For longer-term thermal stability, the WindSat system
is designed to maintain its temperature to within
C/orbit.
Features of the thermal design include survival heaters to maintain the integrity of the payload under nonnormal operating con-

The WindSat payload produces approximately 200 MB of
data per orbit, or 3.0 GB/day. NRL has developed Ground Data
Processing Software (GDPS) to process 100% of available
downlink data, providing accurate and precise data products as
dictated by the WindSat mission requirements. The GDPS is
also designed to satisfy the data latency requirement of 24-h
turnaround in the first year and 4-h turn-around in the second
and third years of the mission. The GDPS must also be portable
to the operational Navy for use following WindSat calibration
and validation.
The GDPS comprises four main processors: the Raw Data
Record Processor (RDRP), the Temperature Data Record Processor (TDRP), the Sensor Data Record (SDRP), and the Environmental Data Record Processor (RDRP). The flow diagram
for these functions is shown in Fig. 8.
The RDRP receives the WindSat data stream, including receiver, calibration, housekeeping, and spacecraft attitude data.
The RDRP decodes, unpacks, reformats and merges these data
in preparation for the remaining data processing steps.
The TDRP receives the formatted data and performs the
first four critical functions. First, the TDRP calibrates the raw
counts into radiances using the calibration target measurements
and the sensor calibration constants file. Then, each channel
is geolocated using the scan angle, spacecraft attitude and
ephemeris, and the antenna pointing offsets. A surface type
(e.g., land, ocean, coastline, etc.) is then identified for each
footprint from a static surface database. Using the spacecraft
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Top-level diagram of WindSat ground data processing system.

ephemeris and an ionosphere model, the Faraday rotation is
calculated. The Faraday rotation angle and the spacecraft attitude and ephemeris are then used to calculate various antenna
parameters, such as the EIA, the PRA, and the surface compass azimuth angle (CAA), which describes the sensor look
direction on the surface.
The next level of processing occurs in the SDRP, which
screens the TDR data for anomalies such as RFI and rain cells,
and forms the third and fourth Stokes parameters by taking
the difference of the appropriate polarizations. The antenna
pattern correction (APC) follows, using stored cross-coupling
correction matrices
and feed spillover efficiencies. Because each frequency set has a different beamwidth and relative
pointing, the final stage of the SDRP resamples and averages
the beams to yield collocated pixels at a common resolution.
This is the highest level of phase 1 (brightness temperature)
processing before the EDRP.
The EDRP provides the WindSat Level 2 processing. The inputs to the EDRP are the calibrated, geolocated, coregistered
WindSat Stokes parameters at 10.7, 18.7, and 37 GHz, and the
vertical and horizontally polarized brightness temperatures at
6.8 and 23.8 GHz. These sets of 16 quantities form the basic
measurement vector for the retrieval. The quantities that are
retrieved from this set of measurements include ocean surface
wind speed and direction, as well as SST and atmospheric parameters such a precipitable water vapor, rain rate, and cloud
liquid water.
V. EARLY ORBIT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
After being powered on on January 24, 2003, the WindSat
radiometer achieved thermal stability in less than 36 h, at which
time the receiver gains also stabilized. The gains and receiver

Fig. 9. WindSat image showing three consecutive descending passes of
18.7-GHz 45 (18P) channel.

+

offsets were adjusted via ground commands to optimize the
dynamic range of the receivers. The WindSat calibration and
validation (cal/val) team then began rigorous analysis of the
system performance and debugging of the GDPS. One of the
first products from this process was radiometric imagery for
all 22 channels. As an example, Fig. 9 shows a TDR image
of three consecutive descending passes for the 18.7-GHz 45
polarization channel collected on March 31, 2003. Several features stand out in the false-color image. The visible structures of
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Composite image showing horizontal polarization at each of five WindSat frequency bands. Area is Yucatan peninsula of Mexico.

Fig. 11. Composite image showing 37-GHz brightness temperatures at vertical, horizontal,

bright bands and other regions of locally high brightness temperatures over the ocean are typical of atmospheric variations
in water vapor, clouds and rain. In the North Atlantic, the
brightness temperatures in the Labrador Sea and Hudson Bay
(colored yellow/green in the image) are higher than the ambient
ocean and are typical of sea ice signatures, whereas the cooler
brightness temperatures over Greenland are representative of a
permanent ice sheet. Over land, there are also noticeable differences in brightness temperatures, which are due to differences
in the physical temperature of the terrain, such as between
North America (early spring) and equatorial South America.
Last, in North America, the brightness temperature decreases
with increasing latitude over northern Canada, which is con-

+45, and left-circular polarizations.

sistent with signatures of snow cover in those regions for this
time of year.
Fig. 10 highlights a portion of this same pass over Mexico and
Central America, showing simultaneous images at horizontal
polarization for each of the five WindSat frequencies. In this
series of images, one can see how the various frequencies respond differently to the same oceanic and atmospheric conditions, most noticeably in the increased sensitivity to clouds and
water vapor (which appear as bright features) in the higher frequency channels. One can also see differences in swath width
resulting from the feedbench layout. To illustrate the differences among polarizations at the same frequency, Fig. 11 depicts
the 37-GHz imagery at vertical, horizontal,
linear, and
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Fig. 12. WindSat receiver NEDT performance. Plot shows requirement, prelaunch test, and on-orbit performance while viewing warm load. Requirement and
prelaunch data normalized to on-orbit warm load temperature of 283 K.

left-circular polarizations. (For these color scales, differences
between left and right circular polarizations are too subtle to be
instructive; the same is true for
and
linear polarizations, so only one of each pair is shown here.) When comparing
these images, it is clear that over the ocean the magnitudes of
and left-circular brightness temperatures lie between the
values of the vertical and horizontal polarizations, as is expected
for ocean scenes viewed in the WindSat geometry.
Images such as these contain a great deal of information and
serve as a qualitative assessment of WindSat performance. The
rest of this paper will focus on quantitative results from the early
system performance assessment.
A. Receiver Noise Performance
The noise equivalent differential temperature (NEDT) is a
measure of the sensitivity of the measured brightness temperature to changes in the scene brightness. For a single sample
from a total power radiometer, we use (2) to calculate system
NEDT as a function of the system parameters [18].

NEDT

(2)

where

channel gain (design parameter);
channel gain fluctuation over integration time (LNA
device property).
The noise temperature and gain fluctuation terms generally
increase as the physical temperature of the receiver chain
increases. The WindSat NEDT requirements were derived
from retrieval sensitivity studies during the first phase of
the program. The NEDT for each radiometer was measured
at various stages of the program, with the final prelaunch
measurements occurring during thermal/vacuum testing. Postlaunch early-orbit NEDT estimates have been made based on
samples from the warm calibration target and the cold space
reflector view. In Fig. 12, we compare the NEDT requirement
with the pre- and postlaunch measurements of NEDT. For
this comparison the NEDT requirement was normalized to the
conditions under which the pre- and postlaunch measurements
were made: receiver physical temperature of 24 C and antenna
scene temperature of approximately 283 K. The postlaunch
numbers are based on the warm calibration target, which is
presents an upper bound on the NEDT. The performance for all
channels meets or exceeds the requirements. This analysis was
completed shortly after WindSat became thermally stable, in
February 2003.
B. Gain Stability

system
noise
temperature
+ scene-dependent input to
antenna;
channel predetection bandwidth (design parameter);
channel postdetection integration time (design
parameter);

WindSat is calibrated once in each scan period of 1.9 s, so
the minimum gain stability requirement is that the gain should
not fluctuate over this period. WindSat contains no automatic
or stepped gain control, but rather the gain is allowed to drift
freely. The rate of gain change was managed through a passive
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Fig. 13. Gain of WindSat 37-GHz channels over two orbits. Drifts track orbit
induced thermal variations.
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Fig. 15. WindSat warm load physical temperature over two orbits. Variations
are due to orbital variations in thermal system.

Fig. 16. WindSat warm load physical temperature over approximately 1000
orbits or about 70 days. Each point represents orbital average for single
thermistor.

Fig. 14. WindSat calibration NEDT as a function of number of scans of
calibration data averaged together. Gain instability eventually causes NEDT to
increase with increasing number of scans. WindSat gains are sufficiently stable
that calibration data more than 40 scans may be averaged.

thermal design. In orbit, the gain varies sinusoidally through the
orbit cycle, as shown in Fig. 13. The gain is calculated using

The voltages in the numerator
and
are averages
of the radiometric samples across the warm and cold targets.
Averaging samples across multiple scans reduces the impact of
noise on these measurements. The receiver gain is sufficiently
stable to allow averaging for as many as 40 scans (approximately
80 s); however, the bulk of the improvement is achieved after
averaging calibration samples over 15 scans. The measured improvement in the NEDT of the calibration samples due to averaging over multiple scans is shown in Fig. 14.

C. Nominal Calibration Target Stability
During the early orbit period we carefully monitored the
short-term stability of the warm calibration target. Temperature
measurements from one of the embedded PRTs over a two-orbit
period are presented in Fig. 15. The nominal peak-to-peak variation is less than 1 K, with a maximum observed rate of change
of 0.0006 C/s. The nominal thermal gradient across the target
is less than 0.1 K. Fig. 16 shows the orbitally averaged temperature as measured by each of the six PRTs on the warm load over
the first 90 days (February–April 2003). This slow fluctuation
is consistent with the seasonal changes in the sun beta angle.
The short eclipse season, centered on the northern hemisphere
summer solstice, is expected to be the most thermally stressing
for the WindSat system and calibration target. We will continue
to closely monitor the thermal performance throughout this
time period.
The cold space reflector provides the cold calibration point
for the gain calculation. The cold space reflector has an extremely low emissivity and completely occludes the feed horn
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view of the main reflector when the feeds pass underneath it.
There is no instrument or spacecraft structure near the beam,
which provides a stable cold point for each of the channels.
There are no detectable changes in the cold space reflector performance with temperature. Additional analysis and on-orbit
performance evaluation is currently underway.
D. Spin Rate Stability
WindSat spins at a rate of 31.595 r/min, or once every 1.8990 s.
The variation since the instrument stabilized is 0.005 r/min or
0.0003 s per revolution. This translates to an antenna boresight
variation of 0.057 , or less than a 1-km pixel position error
when projected to the earth’s surface.
VI. SWATH DEFINITION
The WindSat feedhorn layout was described in Section III.
The position and pointing of each horn relative to the main
reflector determines its unique, unobstructed swath. The intersection of the 11 individual swaths is identified as the WindSat
common fore and aft swaths. The WindSat swath requirement
was simply to maximize swath width while maintaining a
two-look (fore/aft) capability. The swath was analyzed for each
channel using orbitally averaged data, and regions showing
evidence of partial occlusion by the calibration loads were identified. While some frequency bands have a swath width greater
than 1200 km in the forward look direction, the common swath
width is approximately 950 km (68 of scan angle); the aft
common swath is 350 km (23 of scan angle). The aft common
swath does not contain 6.8-GHz data, for which the aft swath
does not intersect the other channels due to the position of that
feed on the edge of the feedhorn layout. More rigorous analysis
of the along-swath stability and any swath edge bias is currently
underway. As the analysis of the channel performance across
swath progresses, these nominal common swaths may change
slightly.
VII. GEOLOCATION
The wind direction will be derived from very small differences in polarization pairs. Therefore, pointing errors have a
large impact on the validity of the derived wind vectors, primarily because of the impact of earth incidence angle variations
on the brightness temperature and polarization rotation angle
variations on the cross-polarization coupling. Accordingly,
Coriolis/Windsat was designed to provide knowledge errors of
bias and
random components in each EIA and
PRA. These requirements equate to 1 km of geolocation error
on the earth-projected beams. One should note that the geolocation requirement is 4 km, but that the pointing requirements
result in better than required geolocation.
A geolocation analysis performed during the early orbit
period compared WindSat imagery for each channel with high
accuracy coastline maps. The land–water transition produces
a sharp change in the WindSat data, because water is radiometrically colder than land. The rate of brightness temperature
change was calculated along a track crossing an ocean–land
boundary. The position of maximum rate of change was identified as the WindSat-derived coastline, which could then be
compared with a global coastline database. Fig. 17 shows an

Fig. 17. WindSat geolocation analysis results. Upper shows WindSat
brightness temperatures over Spain. Lower image highlights WindSat detected
coastline by plotting points of maximum brightness rate of change.

example of this analysis. Errors on the order of 10 km were
identified and traced to two timing issues. The dominant error
was driven an inaccurate time assignment error on the GPS
data. The assignment was in error by 1 s, which appeared as a
positional offset in the WindSat data. The impact of this error
was compounded by the fact that the attitude data used by the
ground processing software to make attitude corrections to the
brightness temperatures were not coincident with the WindSat
measurements. A second type of error appeared as an accumulating 5 s per sample radiometer time assignment error along
the scan. This error was reset to zero at the time synch for each
scan. This error was traced to a miscalculation in the number
of clock cycles required to acquire and store each sample.
Corrections for each of these timing errors bring the geolocation error down to less than 5 km. At the time of this writing,
further in-depth analysis is ongoing to identify and correct the
residual geolocation and pointing errors.
VIII. CAL/VAL PURPOSE AND IMPORTANCE
Prior to public release of data products, the WindSat system
must go through the calibration and validation process, which
has two primary purposes. The first is to verify the WindSat radiometer absolute accuracy as driven by the calibration target
accuracy and knowledge, the receiver performance, the antenna
characterization and antenna pattern correction (APC), and the
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geolocation and pointing processing. The second purpose is to
validate the sea surface wind speed and direction environmental
data products. A key part of this process is to identify and quantify error sources and, if necessary, generate new sensor calibration coefficients, algorithms, and environmental data record
(EDR) retrievals to bring the data products into specification.
The WindSat system presents several unique calibration and
validation challenges. The wind direction signal, which is a sinusoidal signal as a function of wind direction (relative to the
look direction of the sensor) is two orders of magnitude smaller
than the vertical and horizontal polarizations typically measured
by passive microwave imagers. As such, the design sensitivity
analysis resulted in sensor noise and absolute accuracy requirements approximately 50% tighter than the current SSM/I operational performance. Antenna and receiver polarization purity
and horn/antenna/payload alignments are significant elements
of the accuracy error budget.
The results of the first SSM/I (F-8) cal/val clearly demonstrate the importance of a comprehensive cal/val program [1],
[2]. Through the efforts of an NRL-led team composed of government and university microwave remote sensing experts led
by NRL, the SSM/I validation team demonstrated that many of
the retrieval algorithms that failed to meet specification could
be brought into compliance with postlaunch tuning and quality
flags. The WindSat cal/val plan is largely modeled on the successful SSM/I cal/val plan and lessons learned from the process.
Finally, WindSat is tasked with demonstrating the capability
of polarimetric microwave radiometry to measure the ocean surface wind direction from space. Therefore, it is critical that all
sensor errors be understood and separated from phenomenology
of the wind direction signal.
IX. CONCLUSION
The WindSat polarimetric microwave radiometer was
launched on the Coriolis mission on January 6, 2003. The objective of the WindSat program is to demonstrate the viability
of polarimetric microwave radiometry to measure the ocean
surface wind vector. The system was designed, built, integrated,
and tested in response to the requirements of the U.S. Navy and
the NPOESS Integrated Program Office.
Following launch, the WindSat team has been analyzing the
WindSat data and conducting the calibration/validation. To date
the instrument has been performing extremely well. Gain stability and NEDT levels are much better than required specifications. Geolocation errors are well within the smallest antenna beam size, while pointing performance continues to be
analyzed.
The ultimate objective of the WindSat mission is to demonstrate the capability of polarimetric radiometry to retrieve the
ocean surface wind vector. The early performance of WindSat
gives us confidence that the Stokes parameter data will be of
enough quality to facilitate this demonstration. The work of retrieving the wind vector is ongoing.
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